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THE DERVENI THEOGONY: 
MANY QUESTIONS AND SOME ANSWERS* 

ALBERTO BERNABtE 

I. PURPOSES 

IN 1962 NEAR A TOMB IN DERVENI, near Salonica, among the remains of a 
funeral pyre, a scroll of papyrus was found.1 It contained a curious 

text, an important part of which was devoted to the thorough commen- 
tary of some verses attributed to Orpheus. The scroll dates from 
between 340 and 320 BC2 and the text it contains, from about 400 BC. 
The poem that is being commented on must be prior to 500 BC.3 

All that remains of the Orphic poem is a series of quotations, more or 
less extensive. In a paper published in Kernos,4 I undertook a philological 
reconstruction of the poem. Now my purpose is to study the segments 
of the reconstructed text in depth. I will do it from a literary, religious, 
and philosophic perspective, with the intention of regaining a coherent 
meaning of the whole. The fragmentary and incomplete character of 
the text will not allow as much progress in the analysis as would be 
desirable; however, I think we must attempt to explain the text we have. 

* This paper has benefited from the aid of the Spanish State (HUM2006-09403/FILO). I 
am very grateful to Helena Bernab6 for the translation of this paper into English. 

1 The papyrus has been recently edited by Casadestis 1995 (with translation into 
Catalan and commentary), Janko 2003 (with translation into English), Betegh 2004 
(with translation into English and commentary), by Jourdan 2003 (with translation into 
French and commentary), and by Bernabe 2004b (with translation into Spanish and 
short commentaries). Ample bibliographies can be found in the complete edition of the 
Derveni papyrus by Kouremenos, Parassoglou, and Tsantsanoglou 2006, as well as in the 
fundamental work on the papyrus by Laks and Most 1997. 

2 So Tsantsanoglou and Parassoglou 1988:125, 1992:221. For other proposals, cf. 
Bernab6 2002. 

3 Cf. Bernab6 2002 on the date of the text and possible identity of the author. 
4 Bernab6 2002. 
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I will examine the literally quoted fragments, as well as the parts of 
the commentary that tell us something about the content of the text 
the commentator read but did not quote. The text and the numbering 
correspond to the ones of the edition of this theogony in the Bibliotheca 
Teubneriana.5 There and in the quoted Kemos article can be found the 
philological basis for the reconstruction of the text. The translation of 
the verses is Janko's (except where noted). 

II. ANALYSIS OF THE TEXT 

Our analysis follows the order of the fragments and deals with the 
diverse problems of interpretation found in the text. 

II.1. The Proem 

The proem begins with a verse we know from other Orphic works and 
which seems to be a kind of oppayi; of Orpheus (OF 3):6 

cpO~yopat olq Oi atC i" O6pc E i' TiOEOE 13O[30Xo1. 

I will speak for those entitled, close your doors, ye profane.' 

Unlike proems such as those by Homer or Hesiod, where the poem is 
recited for any kind of public, this is directed at a few listeners, defined 
as those to whom it is licit to speak. The entitlement (OlptR) required to 
hear the poem specifically excludes the PIg3lotot "profane," who must 
(metaphorically) close their doors. 3ig3rlXot is usually opposed to "initi- 
ates:' thus it seems clear that the condition for reading the poem is to 
be initiated. This implies: 

a) That the hearer must have a previous knowledge about what is 
being talked about. This supposition is expressed in a clearer way in an 
alternative formula we find in the first verse of other Orphic poems: 
&~ico UVETOtowi 6V' Opaq 6' t1nteOEGO E[ 3rlfXot "I will sing for those of 
understanding."8 Consistent with this feature is the fact that some 

5 I will quote this edition as OF. 
6 Bernab6 1996. 
7 Translation by West 1983:83. 
8 Translation by West 1983:83. 
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substantial details of the story are only summarily mentioned9 and they 
require turning to other texts in order to be correctly interpreted. 

b) That the hearer is in a certain state of religious character, which 
may involve moral or premoral conditions, perhaps having to do with 
Justice (compare the ancient references to Dike in Orphic textslo), 
or with purity (according to the declaration of the mystai in front of 
Persephone in the leaves of Thurii)."1 

All this necessarily means that the poem is not sensu stricto an initia- 
tion poem, it does not offer the first information received by the person 
that is going to be integrated into the group of initiates, but it adds to 
the information previously received. 

So far, everything seems clear; there are, however, two questions we 
cannot answer: 

1) The first is the fact that the formula can be interpreted in two 
different ways: (a) the poem was only recited in front of initiates, in 
such a way that even access to the place where the text was recited and 
to the text itself was forbidden to the P13rlAoi, or (b) although the text 
could circulate without restrictions, it was directed only at the initiates, 
since only they were able to understand it. The later use of the formula 
by authors of technical works, which were distributed openly, but 
which could not be understood by everybody, makes the second inter- 
pretation more plausible.12 The task of making the text understandable 
would fall to the sort of people mentioned by Plato:13 

... v6pOv TE Kal yuvatlKwv oopov TTEpi rT 0E'ia tpycyparca 

... r~Tv iEpiWov TE Kal ThV iEpElWV OYOlq pEPLE lTKE TEEpi W 
pETaXEtpiýovTat X6yov o otq T' Elvat 6t66va . 

... from wise men and women who told of things divine ... 

9 I will later define this characteristic as "narrative speed." 
10 Pl. Lg. 716a (OF 32), Ps.-D. 25.11 (OF 33). 
11 OF 488-490. In a fragment of the Rhapsodies (OF 340) o'i ~iv K' Euayfiootv are opposed 

to ot 5' 5citKa Pc avrEq. This implies that following Justice is a feature of the ritual purity 
among the Orphics, or, in other words, that acting against Justice means committing an 
impure act. 

12 Cf. Bernab6 1996. 
13 P1. Men. 81a, cf. Bernabe 1999. The relationship of the commentator with the people 

alluded to by Plato is pointed out by West 1997:84. 
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they are certain priests and priestesses who have studied so 
as to be able to give a reasoned account of their ministry. 

Translation by W. R. M. Lamb 

The Derveni commentator belongs to this group of people and, 
distantly, Plato himself, who often offers sui generis interpretations of 
Orphic texts.14 

2) The second question would be which specific ritual our text is 
related to, whether it is really the iEp6q X6yoq of a ritual. 5 Among other 
possibilities, we could consider the OurlnoXia alluded to in the Platonic 
clause (P1. R. 364e) o01 OunlnoxoOatv or any of the rituals commented on 
in the first section of the papyrus. 

II.2. The Plan of the Work 

The poet states what he is going to deal with in the poem (OF 4): 

o]F At6q EY.VOVwO [OrTEppEEv]~O I3aaXJIAO. 
those who were born of Zeus the almighty king. 

This sole verse is extremely significant, since we find several funda- 
mental statements in it: 

a) Zeus' power is indisputable. 
b) The topic of the poem is precisely the birth of these gods (oYi, 
nominative masculine plural, must refer to "gods"). 
c) The gods were born of Zeus. 
It is very illustrative to compare this verse with the one used by 

Hesiod in similar circumstances, that is, in the exposition of the plan of 
his Theogony (106): 

o'i rTFi yqvovto Kai OUpavoOi &oTEPOEVTOq 

those that were born of Earth and starry Sky. 

In both verses there is a relative pronoun as subject referring to 
the gods. Both verses use the same verb 'sEyVvovro; that is, we are told 

14 Cf. Bernab6 1997. 
15 On iEpoi 6yot, cf. Henrichs 2003. 
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about the origin of a yEvoq. In both verses this origin is expressed by 
means of a genitive (dependent on kf-). Therefore, both talk about the 
origin of the gods' y'voq. But Hesiod uses two genitives coordinated by 
Kai; that is, he talks about a couple, the primeval couple, Earth and Sky, 
who are the ultimate origin of the gods' descent. 

Thus, Orpheus differs from Hesiod in two fundamental aspects. 
The first, that he does not mention the female partner of the male god 
(neither here nor practically in the rest of the preserved poem). The 
second, that Zeus is considered as the origin of the gods' ypvoq, but he 
is not the first divinity, since, as we will see, he is preceded by three 
generations: Night-Sky-Kronos. Therefore, Orpheus, on the one hand, 
breaks the linearity of the story, beginning it with Zeus rather than 
from the first god, and on the other, he makes Zeus assume in some way 
not only the roles of king and father, but also that of mother. 

1.3. Zeus' Seizure of Power 

It seems that immediately after the previous verse16 began the action of 
the poem, marked by the presence of pv emphaticum (OF 5).17 

ZECb pihv TEi 5~. 1x[Tp6cb 0o] Tdpa 0E[o]q<P aov IpXTiV 
d]XKrjv ' "y XEipEGoot {E[X]a3[Ev K]ql[i] Saipoy[a] K6pO6v 

When Zeus took from his father the predicted rule 
and strength in his arms and the illustrious daimon 

Orpheus situates us in the moment in which Zeus takes in his hands 
three things coming from his father. The metaphor "taking something 
in the hands" is often used for referring to the seizure of power.18 The 
direct objects depending on [X]13P[Ev and coordinated by conjunctions 
are: 

a) &pxtiv, which clearly means "rule." But the delight in the ambi- 
guities of language is characteristic of the author of the Orphic poem. 
Since a&pxrt means also "beginning," Orpheus suggests that Zeus takes 

16 According to West 1983:114 and Betegh 2004:109. 
17 As West 1983:84 and Calame 1967:67n3 have pointed out. 
18 Cf. OF 168 and 170, and Casadestis 1995:274. 
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the Apxrl from Kronos in two senses, in a hierarchical one (he becomes 
"the first," that is, "the king" of gods) and also in a strictly temporal 
order, since immediately after he is going to go back in time, as we shall 
see. If this interpretation seems over-elaborate I refer to OF 14.1-2, 
where the poet makes the two senses explicit: ZEi'q tp t^oC [yvErto] 
"Zeus was born first" and ZEbq KE<pa[4j] "Zeus is head,;' ending with a 
verbal echo of &pxtl: (OF 14.4) ZEib 5' apx6q "Zeus ruler." 

In OF 5, the word a&pXqv is modified by the adjective 804[ao]qaov 
"predicted" or "spoken by gods"; it is therefore a destined power, legiti- 
mate, and within the order of things, not obtained by means of violence 
and injustice. 

b) [&]Kjv "strength." Power is only a possibility, an ability, whereas 
it is strength that actually allows the god to exert power. 

c) Saipoy[a] Ku6p6v. This 5aiptov can be none other than Zeus' 
father, as is shown by the genitive narp6q in the first verse. Therefore, 
we can understand either "Zeus took... the predicted rule and strength 
in his arms and the illustrious daimon (in person)" or, more easily by 
means of a hendiadys, "Zeus took in his arms ... the predicted rule and 
strength of the illustrious daimon." 

To sum up, Zeus seizes power and, at the same time, the ability to 
be the first in time. He also achieves the strength to exert power. The 
strength and power had belonged to his father, but now they belong to 
him with all legitimacy, because they have not being usurped. 

II.4. The Visit to Night 

Once he has seized power, Zeus goes to visit Night (OF 6): 

[Z6,q PEv... 
roo] tavoPgE6ouoa [OEv] 'Tpoqp6b ' p 3poOrl N6" 

... xp1ioa ... a[56o01]o 
i 5'] EXPoaEv jtavra rc oi 01E[ptr iv av6laa]8Oa, 
CbC liy  [XOt K]Tra KacXv .O VtP6sEvroq 'OX6pnou. 

And Zeus [... came to the cave, where] 
Night sat, who knows all the oracles, immortal nurse 

of the gods. 
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... to prophesy from his shrine19. 
She prophesied all that it was permitted him to achieve,20 

how he would hold the lovely seat in snowy Olympus.21 

Zeus' purpose in visiting Night is to receive from her certain 
instructions, which have to do with the way in which he would seize 
power. This raises two questions. One, about the content of the predic- 
tions, and the other, why Night holds the key to what Zeus has to do. 

As regards the first question, let us analyze what the poet says about 
the words told by Night to Zeus: 

a) lritavrca r0 ol 8~ [pt qv &v6iao].Qat "all that it was permitted him 
to achieve." By means of theses words, the poet insists on the fact that 
Zeus' acts are licit. The topic is already Hesiodic.22 

b) ' &y v [XOl Ka]Ta KaxciV E6oq vty6EvroE 'OX6prnouv "how he would 
hold the lovely seat in snowy Olympus." It is clear that "to hold the seat 
in Olympus" is a synonym for "to assume power," thus the sentence 
literally understood does not seem to make much sense. Zeus has 
already received the power from his father (OF 5), ergo he already occu- 
pies the seat of Olympus. The verb only makes sense if it means "how 
he would hold for ever," how he must act in order to keep it. The advice 
turns out to be necessary if we take into account that his ancestors, Sky 
and Kronos, have lost it one after the other. Furthermore, the proce- 
dure by which Zeus achieves this must be legitimate, since the ones 
used by his ancestors-castration and cannibalism-were not. For that 
reason they did not achieve their purpose of holding on to power. We 
will see later what procedure is used by Night. 

As regards the second question, it is obvious that Night knows 
things that Zeus does not. She is defined as rtavoP.tE<p ouGa [OE v] 
rpopbp lap3pooirl. Let us analyze each of the epithets. 

a) A4ppooiqr is not significant. It is traditional and it is found in 
Homer: Od. 4.427 &a ppooirl v, II. 10.41 vuKTa S6' &p3ppoofrlv, etc. 

19 My own translation. 
20 "'To hear" Janko (reading iEv &Koi]lat). 
21 "So that on snowy Olympus' lovely seat he rules" Janko. 
22 Cf. nEmTEpWto Hes. Th. 464 and the god's agreement in 883-885. 
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b) TravoppEiovoaU "who knows all the oracles" is a hapax. It defines 
a quality proper of a primeval divinity. Night exists always, because she 
is beyond time, she knows everything from the beginning and has the 
key to the later development of things.23 

c) [OE v] zpoOp6q "nurse of the gods" is also a quality belonging to 
a primeval divinity. She nurtures and guides the various gods who are 
going to intervene in the organization and government of the world. 

However, we see that Night lives in an Hi6uTov. In all the later Orphic 
literature24 Night's 6Hvsuov is a cave, and it is likely that it is so here 
too. If this is so, it is a space outside the social world, neither on earth 
nor in the sky. Night is not related to power. She never reigned herself, 
since her son, Sky, is the first to reign (OF 10.2 Oipav6q El6(ppovi5rlq, 8q 
7pntorlatO pcraIXEUOEV).25 

To sum up, Zeus visits Night because he wants to know how he 
should act in order to keep power and to organize the world according 
to the natural order of things. Night's knowledge of the whole process, 
and the fact that Zeus goes to ask her, shows that Zeus wants to follow 
the due order of things without mistakes. 

But there is something more. The visit to Night is very effective as 
a literary device. In resorting to prophecy, the poet also insists on the 
role conferred on Zeus as the center of the narrative, as we shall see 
later.26 

11.5. Kronos' Prophecy 

There is also another prophecy attributed to Kronos, but we know 
nothing about it, since it is only alluded to in a verse (OF 7): 

ZE' PElv nEi 65Y Tnaccpb6q Eo 7tcpa. [0]o<pcar ' TKo6oa[q, 

When Zeus had heard his father's prophecies 

23 Cf. Bernab4 1999. 
24 Procl. in Ti. 1.312.15 Diehl (OF 163), 3.169.15 Diehl (OF.164), Herm. in Phdr. 162.2 Couvr. 

(OF 211), cf. West 1983:213-214. 
25 Cf. Arist. Met. 1091b 4 (OF 20 IV) oi i notlrlal ol &pxarot ... .aacGXE6Ev Kai &pXetv 

<paaiv o6 Troq ipWouq, olov NUKTa ... &AA& 6v A'[a. 
26 III.2 below. 
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We find this topic also in the Rhapsodies,27 but the testimony is indi- 
rect and the content of Kronos' predictions is unclear.28 

II.6. Zeus' Demiurgic Act 

Zeus acts in accordance with the counsels received from Night and 
Kronos. His demiurgic act is, therefore, adequate, necessary, and within 
the proper order of things. 

In OF 8 we see what the demiurgic act entails. The meaning of this 
verse has been very much discussed.29 

aid5oov KaCTEntvEv, 60 aiOpa EXOPE XXO poo. 

He ingested the penis of(...) that first procreated the ether. 

The relative &9 is masculine; thus its antecedent cannot be aiSoiov 
"penis," which is neuter.30 The name of the possessor had to be in the 
previous verse. 

We have to ask ourselves whose penis it is and where it was, but, 
above all, what is Zeus' purpose in swallowing it. 

As regards the first question, we believe that the penis has to be 
Sky's. This supposition is based on the following reasons: 

a) In fragment 12 appears the phrase npcoroy6vou pcaotX~w cdi5oiou 
"of the penis of the first-born king." 

b) This "first-born king" has to be Sky, cf. OF 10, 06pavyb 
E6ippovi~rlq, 8 p TipciWtoqoG paGoi.EUGEv. Night is the primeval divinity 
and she is not born, because she always exists. Sky is her son, so, logi- 
cally, he is the first to be born. He is also the first to reign, because Night 

27 Cf. Procl. in Cra. 27, 21 Pasquali Kac y&p 6 p/ytorooq Kp6voq &vcev rh&q Trv vojoEWov 
apxaq Ev5iwowa tC StrllptoupyCt Kai tnloaraTETi qig Arlq Srlqpoupyicaq 616 Kai 6aipova auit6v 
6 ZEiq KaXEL nap' 'Oppr '5p0ou 6' lTpeiprlv yEVEt v, &plt5dKETE Saipov' (OF 239), Dam. in 
Prm. 270 (III 12.11 Westerink) o5x6i E8 Kai 'Opqei E v tro Kp6vwL itdi'r0 Tca& Okoaca tiq 
oXr' iq rjptoupyiaq, Cf. also Procl. in Ti. I 207.1 Diehl, in Alc. 103a (60 Segonds), in Cra. 62.6 
Pasquali. 

28 Casadesds 1995:296 considers it likely that Night gives her predictions, but that it is 
the father who provides the demiurgic principles. 

29 Cf. Bernabe 2002:105-112. 
30 I dismiss the possibility that aiSolov could be an adjective, for the reasons pointed 

out in Bernabe 2002:106-107. I find unconvincing the arguments by Brisson 2003. 
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does not reign. Sky is designed by a matronymic, against the normal 
patronymic because he has no father. 

c) In OF 10 appears the sentence o8 pay' EPE Ev in the context of the 
transmission of power, without doubt an allusion to Sky's castration. 

d) In the Hittite Song of Kumarbi, frequently quoted as a precedent of 
this Greek myth, the penis of Anu (that is, Sky) is devoured and the god 
who swallows it becomes pregnant." 

e) But, above all, we should take into account the testimony found 
in two other passages of the papyrus: 

Trotov oiv T6y Kp6vov yEvoOact prloiv xK zoO 'HXiouv rTt fit, 
zTI aizlav oxE aTO& 'vv Xi"ov KpO uaeUL JtpbO F aV.X4Tx. 

Col. XIV 2-3 (OF 9) 

So (Orpheus) states that this "Kronos" was born to Earth by 
the sun [i.e. the penis of Sky], because he caused (the ele- 
ments) to be "thrust" against each other on account of the sun. 

Ev ro~ ac[iSo1o].tq 6p6v T~iy y vEotv TOiq &vOpnTtou[q] 
vo [Wiqo[v Eval tc U ro6oTWI Xpraaccro, &lvEu 6 Try ayi oiwv 0[o 
yiv]Eaoat, ai56oiot EiKcaR( rTV fj0o[v] 

Col. XIII 8-10 

He used this verse, likening the sun to a genital organ, 
because he saw that people think that procreation resides 
in the genital organs, and does not arise without the genital 
organs. 

Leaving aside the etymological plays with Kronos' name, it is clear 
that the commentator interprets Sky's penis, swallowed by Zeus, as the 
sun. He based his interpretation on the invigorating character of the 
sun, which can be compared to the role played by the genitals. However, 
it is likely that he was influenced by the fact that Sky's penis must have 
been left in space after the castration. Ether, in its turn, was interpreted 
as Sky's ejaculation.32 

31 Cf. Bernab6 1987:139-155; Hoffner 1998:40-45 with bibliography. 
32 Burkert 1999:82, cf. Burkert 2003:100 who compares this incident with the Egyptian 

myth in which Atum ejaculates Shu, something like bright Air, cf. also Bickel 1994:72-83. 
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Consequently, it seems probable that we must read at the end of the 
previous verse either TpxtOoy6vou p3aoiXijo or Obipavo3 &aoTEp6EvTOq 
(or E~<ppovi6ao).3 

There remains the second question: why does Zeus swallow Sky's 
penis? 

First of all we must understand that in archaic myths "having 
something in the belly" by swallowing and by gestation is the same 
thing. Taking this into account, it seems clear that Zeus' action is due to 
reasons that have to do with the genealogical line of succession and the 
recreation of the world. 

a) It has to do with genealogy, because Zeus, as a supreme god, 
cannot have ancestors. This would be incompatible with his 3aoxthrli 
-rip', which consists of ipXEtv. And ipxEtv, as we know, means in Greek 
"to govern"' but also "to be the first:' In the human world, royal succes- 
sion is logical because it is imposed by the death of the predecessor. In 
the world of the gods, who are immortal, the god coming afterward is 
less important than his predecessor. By swallowing (that is, by taking 
into his entrails) the penis of the first god, Zeus becomes a kind of father 
(or better, "mother") of him, a being that biologically precedes him, 
and thus he becomes the first, not only in the hierarchy, but the first in 
the genealogical order of all the gods. So Zeus restarts the history. This 
explanation of the mythical schema is confirmed by what is explicitly 
manifested in OF 14, which will be further analyzed later. 

b) The fact that Zeus' act has also to do with the recreation of the 
world is clearly seen from OF 12: 

zi 56' &pa trvtwq 
1&Ocivcraoi tpooJcpvv padKapEq OEOi Q. OE ~LV"atv KZ. 

and on him were gestated34 
all the immortals, blessed gods and goddesses etc. 

33 ao0floq proposed by Burkert 1999:81, Oi'pavoO by Betegh 2004:118. The epithets 
are my own suggestion. 
34 "Grew"'Janko. 
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We will develop both ideas later. Now, let us continue with the 
story. 

11.7. Flashback: References to the Previous Story 

It is also important to know why Sky's penis is in space. Because of 
that, in this moment, the poet resorts to a flashback to tell us the prior 
events that led to the swallowing of the penis. We observe that he does 
it without going into detail and with great narrative speed, which is 
characteristic of the whole poem. The previous story is told in OF 10 
and 11, which probably35 follow one another without break. 

C% , a 1, VP' EPE;Ev ... 
Obpav 6b Eitppovi5frl, 8& tp6ctla9ro 3aaiXEUaEv, 
SK roO Ciq Kp6voq amGTt, TTEIT ~ pETiEra ZEsi. 

OF 10 

pTi[y Kacc4Kcp* KcITaX]C-.y r3cotiXx il.[tv. 
E.[...................].calvacr.[ 
El[ 

OF 11 

(Kronos) who did a great deed ... 
Sky, son of Night, he who first was king. 
From him in turn (came) Kronos, and next was 

contriver36 Zeus, 
seizing the contrivance and kingly honor of the gods 

..... the sinews... 

The previous story includes the following facts: 
a) Kronos "did a great deed" to Sky, that is, castrated him, as is 

shown by Hesiod (Th. 181) and the unanimous mythical tradition. The 
phrase is allusive and it seems to be the only reference to Sky's castra- 
tion in the whole poem. I believe this to be so because, if the castra- 
tion were made explicit in another passage, the commentator could not 
interpret the allusion in a different sense as he does (col. XIV 7-9): 

35 Cf. West 1983:114. 
36 West 1983:85; "crafty" Janko. 
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-tv Nop ... K.p6vov 6vop-o.aq Pya r uclal rv Opav6v" 
&[(pay].p.Qfj.&v y&p p PaalXEifav auir6y. 

after he has named Mind "Kronos" ... (Orpheus) states that 
he "did a great deed" to Sky: for he states that (Sky) had his 
kingship taken away. 

b) Sky is the son of Night (El'ypovi6rlR) and he was the very first to 
reign (because Night did not reign). The reference to the reign implies 
(and this is also unanimously accepted by most of the tradition) that 
the conflict between the gods is a conflict over power. 

c) Sky is succeeded by Kronos, not only in the genealogy, but also in 
power. 

d) Kronos is succeeded by Zeus and this is the end of the genealogy. 
e) The complete genealogy includes (although the facts have been 

only outlined) Night-Sky-Kronos-Zeus. Phanes has no place in it and it 
is obvious that he is not mentioned in the poem. As I have pointed out 
before (11.6), Sky is named with a matronymic E6Uppovi5Grl. If he were 
Phanes' son, we would expect him to be named with a patronymic.37 
With the exception of Night as primeval mother, the rest of the story 
coincides in its fundamental features with the Hesiodic Theogony. 

f) with the present participle KcrIX]L)vY, the poet insists on the 
fact that, at the same time as he receives power from his father, Zeus 
acquires two abilities related to that power: 

1) First, he receives the pLitq from the gods. The pinrtq is a complex 
concept that involves mental attitudes and intellectual behaviors. 
These behaviors combine astuteness, foresight, easygoingness, and 
the concealment, in addition to many other aspects, highlighted by 
Detienne and Vernant.38 In Hesiod, Mifrq appears personified as Zeus' 
wife (Th. 886). The god swallows her when she is pregnant in order 
to avoid being deposed by the son who is going to be born of her (cf. 
358). In later Orphic poetry, Metis, masculine, is identified with Eros- 
Phanes-Firstborn. Because of that, some authors supported that Metis 

37 For these reasons I cannot accept the arguments by Brisson 2003, repeated by 
Jourdan 2003:61-63. 

38 Detienne and vernant 1974. Cf. also Scalera McClintock 1988:142, Casadestis 1996:75, 
Calame 1997:73. 
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was in our poem another name for Phanes.39 But, as I have pointed 
out,40 Phanes does not appear in the Theogony of Derveni. However, the 
interpretation of pfirTq as a common noun is perfectly acceptable.41 

The Orphic poet reinterprets in a rationalized way the Hesiodic 
swallowing of the goddess Metis. By swallowing Sky's penis, Zeus 
assumes the necessary wit to reorganize creation. Thus, he also explains 
etymologically both the epithet pLrl-iuEa (OF 10.3) and the verb plorjoao 
(OF 16.1-2), which define Zeus' activity. 

I wonder if the poet has also etymologically related pr'ijoao with 
pi sEa understood as a synonym of aic5o0ov. We find exactly the inverse 
procedure in OF 189 dealing with the birth of Aphrodite: 

p6SEaa 5' Eq n ayo tnEV 6 46Ev, &ppi 5 Utrotio 
XEUKoq itthXCOUo1V tXiaYGE~O X aVTOEv dqop6q" 
Ev S tptrMAolp~vcatq &patq 'Evtaurrtq i5'tKEV 
ntape~vov caioi'rv, KZX. 

His genitals fell in the sea from above. Around them, 
as they were floating on the water, white foam rolled 

from every side. 
Later, when the cycle of seasons was accomplished, 

Year fathered 
a venerable maiden, etc. 

As in the Hesiodic model of this passage,42 there is here a double 
etymological allusion. On the one hand, Aphrodite's name is related 
with a&pp6q "foam"; on the other hand, the epithet ai'oirl is explained 
by the circumstance that the goddess came from Sky's genitals (PiSEa, 
understood as a synonymus of ai60iov).43 

2) But, in addition to the fijtq, Zeus receives "the contrivance 
and kingly honor of the gods," that is, the status that allows him to 
legitimately use the wit he possesses. He has, therefore, both a plan to 
restructure the world and the "legal" or institutional capacity to do so. 

39 West 1983:88; 114. 
40 Cf. II.6 above and Bernab6 2002:105-112. 
41 Cf. the convincing argumentation by Betegh 2004:113-115. 
42 Hes. Th. 188-198. Cf. commentary by West to verses 154-210, p211-227. 
43 Cf. Edwards 1991:205-206. 
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I can say nothing about the continuation, where only the word Ivaq 
"sinews" can be read. Its justification in this context remains absolutely 
enigmatic to me. 

The digression in the form of a flashback about the events preceding 
the story is concluded at that point in ring-composition.4 The poet 
returns to the topic of the swallowing of the penis in order to narrate 
the consequences of Zeus' cosmic pregnancy. 

11.8. The Flashback Device 

I consider it pertinent to say a few words about the rhetorical device 
of flashback. As is well known, it is not new, since the Odyssey already 
began in medias res, going back from a later point to tell the previous 
story. 

It is interesting to analyze the purposes of the use of this procedure 
in our poem. By narrating the facts in this order, the poet turns Zeus 
into the highlighted point, the focus of narration. Zeus is the center, 
around which a "before" and an "after" converge. The two are symmet- 
rical: the "before" is the sequence Night-Sky-Kronos, who carried out 
the first organization of the world, and the "after" is the recreation of 
the world. 

This purpose of turning Zeus into the center of the poem, and 
correlatively, placing him in center of the universe is supported by the 
use of other rhetorical devices. The poet's reference to Night's predic- 
tion insists on this role of Zeus. The god is the centre of the plot, since 
he resorts to the goddess of the past (Night) to organize the future. Also 
the hymn to Zeus that appears as a climax emphasizes this "central" 
character of the god. But I will return to this question.45 

On the other hand, we could find in this technique of narrating a 
way of conceiving the history of the universe that is different from 
the Hesiodic one. The Boeotian poet presents us with a linear history.46 
After the opening of Chaos and the successive seizure of power by each 
god comes Zeus' reign, and in the process there is not any kind of going 

44 Betegh 2004:131. 
45 II.9 below. 
46 Cf. Bernabe 1990:72. 
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back. Orpheus, however, offers us a different developmental model of 
the history of the world's configuration which comprises the notion of 
return; it is a regressive model, as we shall see later. The narration in 
flashback helps create this impression of going back.47 

II.9. The Cosmic Pregnancy 

Zeus' cosmic pregnancy is described in a fragment of four verses (OF 
12): 

Ipoeroy6vov paotXow aic50dou, WGt 6' ptFpa vrTE 
dO6civaToI npoarpuvy pdaKapE; OEOI ' i OClVII 
Kal oToaptol Kai Kpivati po iTiparoi aaX TE 7 ., 
.oooa r6o' iv yEyaGx', acr6t 6' l&pa po.voý EyEvro. 

of the penis of the first-born king. And on him were 
gestated48 

all the immortals, blessed gods and goddesses 
the rivers, lovely springs and everything else 
that had then been born; he himself alone became. 

By absorbing the immense generating capacity of Sky's penis, Zeus 
becomes pregnant with the gods and goddesses that would have to be 
born (and in many cases, that would have to be reborn). Thus the state- 
ment of the "program" of the work (OF 4) is fully confirmed. 

o]i' Attb6 Ey.vovwo [InEppEEV]oq P3acoXlioq. 

those who were born of Zeus the almighty king 

Zeus, invested with regal sovereignty and pregnant with the 
world, returns to the origins and restarts the history of the universe; 
he becomes a kind of universal "mother;' who is going to give birth to 
the gods again, but not only to them. He will also generate the rivers 

47 It would be hazardous to affirm that this regressive view could be related to the 
Orphic idea, known from later works, according to which the soul also suffers a cycle of 
fall and return. 
48 "Grew" Janko. 
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and all the rest; that is, he restarts not only the theogony, but also the 
cosmogony. 

Regrettably, we do not have in the preserved part of the poem 
any allusion to the way in which the world was organized the first 
time. Maybe this topic was not even alluded to in the work, but only 
supposed. However, it seems clear that the one (Night) became many 
(since Sky, and presumably Earth too, were born of her; Kronos and 
probably at least Rhea too, were born of Sky and Earth, and finally, of 
Kronos and Rhea was born, at least, Zeus). The fact is that with the swal- 
lowing of Sky's penis, now the driving force of evolution is a foreign 
active principle that seems to be new: Zeus' intelligence (pifjtq). As has 
been mentioned already (II.8.), the evolution is regressive, since the 
many, when Sky's penis is swallowed by Zeus, become again one in the 
god. The model adopted by Orpheus to deal with the topic of one and 
many is similar to the one used by Empedocles.49 But the difference is 
that Empedocles' model is cyclical (the return from the reign of Love 
to that of Hate and vice versa is not stopped but is repeated again and 
again), while it seems clear that for Orpheus Zeus' regression gives rise 
to a situation that is stabilized later. The following verse clearly shows 
this circumstance, at the same time as it reveals that this new creation 
has to do also with power (OF 13): 

viv 6' oai]v PatIXEUi[q] nircvw[ov, Kc C a c1aGz'  rEk]iza. 
now he is king of all and will be in future. 

The poet insists on the fact that Zeus has the power over the whole 
universe and holds it forever. The distribution of divine power has 
become stabilized. The fights for power have finished and the definite 
order has been achieved. 

49 West 1983:108, following a suggestion by Burkert in a letter to him dated 31 July 
1971. On the relationship between Empedocles and Orphism, cf. Riedweg 1995 and on the 
models of evolution from one to many, cf. Bernabe 1998b. Betegh 2001 points out simi- 
larities between Empedocles' cosmic cycle and the plot of the Derveni theogony. 
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II.10. The Climax of the Poem: The Hymn to Zeus 

We find in this poem a brief hymn to Zeus,50 which gives expression to 
all that the god has become (OF 14): 

ZEi t npOto [yiVEto, ZEiU] o'~ratoq [&apylKpauvoq 
ZEWq KEya[Xf, ZER iEaO]oga, AtOq 6 SEK [TI]Wa&V rTXr[UKtaav 
ZEiq TVOt TEw AvrtV, ZE twdvrwav ETtXETo] lpolpa" 
ZEt." .1 3aos64, ZEbl) 6' &pxq artdvTov &pytKipauvoq. 

Zeus was born first, Zeus of the shining bolt was last, 
Zeus is head, Zeus is center, all things are from Zeus. 
Zeus is the breath of all, Zeus the Moira of all. 
Zeus the king, Zeus ruler of all, he of the shining bolt. 

The poet insists on Zeus' central position in the organization of 
the world. Once he has acquired the knowledge from Night (the first 
ancestor), the immense generative capacity from Sky (his second 
ancestor) by swallowing his penis, and the power from Kronos (his 
father), he has become the absolute center. He has concentrated knowl- 
edge and power, he has assumed the previous history and started the 
later history. The unity of this center of four verses is reinforced by 
a formal feature: the use of the same epithet apytKipauvoq (however 
traditional, and not very significant in this context) in the first and in 
the last of them. 

Zeus' central character is expressed by means of a series of 
sentences. In the first verse, the change of situation is defined, marked 
by the verb ywvEro. Paradoxically, the change of situation leads to 
two opposite statements (np roq [ytVEro ...] ioTraTO( "was born first 
... last"). In the other three verses, the name of the god, repeated, is 
defined by a series of substantives. The second verse persists in the 
paradoxical expression of the first one (ZEiq KE(pCa[l, ZEiq Pioc]qa 
"Zeus is head, Zeus is center"). However, the contradictions predicated 
of Zeus in the first two verses are only apparent. In Zeus, the opposites 

50 Cf. the expanded versions quoted by the author of De mundo (OF 31) and by the 
Neoplatonic philosophers (OF 243). 
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predicated are harmoniously integrated, in a form of expression that 
reminds us of some formulations by Heraclitus.51 

To finish the purely formal analysis, It is worth paying attention 
to the reiteration of the adjective "all,"' which appears four times (2 
[n]i]vTra, 3 tavov ... avdtov, 4 &rtdvzwv). Also in verse 2, the chiasm 
rtvoutl navrwv ZEb Idvwa v ... poopa stresses again with anaphoric 
insistence Zeus' "central" character. 

Let us analyze each of the characteristics that are attributed to 
Zeus: 

a) ZE% ntpW-Toq [y'vEto, ZEbq] iar1azoq. Zeus is the last in the gene- 
alogy Night-Sky-Kronos-Zeus, but he has swallowed (integrated into 
his "womb") the penis of the first-born, Sky. He becomes pregnant 
with the whole cosmos and gestates it again. With this loop in the 
linearity of time, Zeus becomes the first god of the recreated world. 
Thus the regressive model of the poem's history of the universe, which 
I discussed earlier, is explicitly realized. 

b) ZEiCq KE(pa[XI, ZE b ptao]qa, Zeus is the head because he is the 
one who governs. However, by saying that Zeus is also center, Orpheus 
makes explicit Zeus' central position, both in the poem and in the world 
itself, to which I have referred above. 

c) Atq6 5' O K [TI]rwa TO UKZat. The verb TE6XLw means "produce by 
work or art," especially of material things (LSJ I1).52 The perfect parti- 
ciple rTErylpEvoq has the value "well-wrought" (LSJ 12). Therefore, 
according to the poet, the world is the well-made handiwork of Zeus, 
resulting from his pfinq. The perfect tense emphasizes the stable 
and accomplished result of Zeus' work. He in his turn is the divine 
craftsman. The god that forms the world is the most direct precedent of 
the Platonic demiurge, a powerful original idea in the Greek world. 

d) [ZEUS irvotq nivrtwOV ZEuq itnVTWV hrXETro] poipa. Zeus is consid- 
ered as a kind of revitalising breath of the world, similar to the air of 
Diogenes of Apollonia or even to Anaximenes' dtip. On the other hand, 

51 Heraclit. fr. 77 Marcovich (B 67 D.-K.) 6 0Eb'E qL prp En(pp6vrl, XEtjv 0 poq, rt6xEpO 
Eipqvrl, K6po0~ 1p6q KTX. 
52 The reading srEX-at, proposed by Diels (but cf. Schol. Galen. 1.363 ap. Moraux 

1977:22) probably arose from an attempt to reinforce the contrast between KE(pytXr 
understood as "principle" and the idea of "end,' Cf. Magnelli 1994. 
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Zeus, as recreator of the world, has in himself the whole plan of the 
universe and, therefore, he knows its fate.53 

e) ZEi. aotlXE6iq, ZEib 6' &px b tndvwc , The brief hymn finishes 
with a new reference to Zeus' absolute power. BaatIXEq and &pX6q 
seem to be synonyms, but they are not, if we see in &px6R a perceivable 
double sense between the two senses of &pxo, "to govern" and "to be 
the first" (in an order). Let us remember what has been said about dpxij 
in OF 5. The genitive n&rtvrwv, whose significance is reinforced by the 
reiteration of the adjective in the passage, closes this comprehensive 
definition of the god as the beginning, the center, the divine craftsman 
of the world, who indisputably governs over his creation, the breath of 
the universe, and the destiny of all things. 

II.11. The Recreation of the world 

We would expect that the poet had included a kind of transition 
between the hymn to Zeus and the reference to the reappearance of the 
gods and the components of the world, given birth by the god. West54 
sets here exempli gratia the last verses of the Hymn to Zeus known by the 
author of De mundo:55 

itavra yap Kp6acq aqtu qO pdoC iqnouyrlO 
E ipFijq KpaScirl aVEVcyKccTO, p ipPEpa P(WV 

after he had hidden them all away, again into the glad 
light 

from his holy heart he brought them up, performing 
mighty acts.56 

However, the commentator does not seem very much interested 
in most of the details of the recreation of the world by Zeus, and if 

53 This is the only possible reference to human history in the whole poem. This desig- 
nation has to do also with the fact that Zeus is responsible for the organization of time, as 
Calame 1997:74 points out. According to Alderink 1981:28, "Moira is an attribute of Zeus 
and not external to him." Cf. also Ricchiardelli 1980, Casadesits 1995:381-383, Jourdan 
2003:80-82, and Betegh 2004:200-202. 
54 West 1983:115 
55 OF31. 
56 Translation by West 1983:90. 
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these same verses, or others similar to them, existed in the poem he is 
commenting on, he chose not say a word about them. 

By recreating the world in an organized way, Zeus appears as a demi- 
urgic god,57 who has just become pregnant with the whole universe and 
has to give birth to it again, following his pfirtq. 

It seems that he bears Aphrodite first, although we depend on 
indirect and not very explicit quotations. By all indications, he does it 
by ejaculation, if this is indeed the meaning we have to apply to the 
strange word 06pvr.58 

'0opvrlt' 6~ XMy[ov] .rlxoi 611t 6 v rlt di&pl KOchr' plKp& 
pEplaEtOPIva KlVETO Kai tO6pVUTO ... 'Appo6rl O I pavia 
KaLi ZEib Kati {(ppO6ooaIEV Ka.i a 6pVUO0at KaL HrIEl0d 
Kai 'Appovia hcut aumw'it OE W1 6VOpca KEITza. &Vyep yUVatKi 
ploy6pevoq 'a&ppo5taoli(Etv' XyEsTac Ktai qopTIv. 

OF 15 col. XXI 1-9 

... saying "by an ejaculation"59 (Orpheus) reveals that (the 
elements), divided into little bits, moved and "mounted" 
in the Air ... Heavenly Aphrodite, Zeus, Persuasion, and 
Harmony are conventional names for the same God. A man 
uniting sexually with a woman is said to "aphrodize," as the 
saying goes. 

It is without doubt Zeus who ejaculates the goddess. Aphrodite's 
birth has to be situated at the beginning of recreation, since it is neces- 
sary to have a god responsible for sexual reproduction, so that the new 
created gods can have sexual intercourse. Persuasion and Harmony 
would be personifications of the goddess' retinue, similar to the ones 
we find in Hesiod.60 

57 Alderink 1981:30 defines this account as "a 'monistic' account on the origin of the 
world:' On the creator among Orphics, cf. Guthrie 1952:107-108, Classen 1962:9-10, 
Alderink 1981:25-36, Parker 1995:492. 

58 About 06pvrl cf. the proposals quoted by Bernab6 2002:118-119n132. Janko 2002:40 
reconstructs the fragment: [LZE~iq [yEivcao] LtOPVqlJ ] / [LIlEttjW [6'] L'ApPIOVIVIJ [TE Kai] 
LOUpavi1v 'Ayppo5tlTqvj]. 
59 West 1983:91: Janko "(when Zeus) mounted:' 
60 Cf. Hes. Th. 201, where "Epoq and "IpEpoq appear. 
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Later Zeus undertakes the recreation of the rest of gods (OF 16): 

pjioaro 5' aci] rcridv [tr Kca] O6pavbv EibpUiv [iUTCEpOEv, 
pilarao 6' "KEaVOO aPO , ( ya OVOq EUlpi) iovroq" 
ivaq 5' EyKateSEO''AXXEwoiou &pyupo6ivEW, 
` o' n-aa Oa'Xaa[oa 

He contrived the Earth and wide Sky above61 
and contrived the great strength of wide-flowing Okeanos, 
he puts in the might of silver-swirling Achelotis, 
from which all seas came62 

Sky and Earth were born before Zeus, in the same way as in Hesiod, 
but now they appear again reborn. Zeus starts again the generation of 
the universe from the beginning. He generates also Okeanos and the 
primeval waters that sustain him, like the tendons sustain the body. 

The most interesting thing is the repeated use (here and in OF 18) of 
the verb pjcarro "contrived."'63 Zeus appears as a demiurge who makes 
the world according to a rational plan, ordered, insofar as it is precon- 
ceived and intelligent, as opposed to the previous situation, which was 
supposedly more "chaotic,' dominated by violence and disorder. Zeus' 
creation is a "nuova creazione maschile e intellettuale,"64 or better, "a 
mental act of planning and contriving, and not real 'creationism."'65 As 
we know Zeus is prTinEa because by his swallowing he has assumed in 
addition to the power of the gods his wit (pTrlq OF 11). There is here a 
clear etymological relationship highlighted by the poet. 

Among the preserved fragments about the creation of the world, we 
have a reference to the generation of the Moon (OF 17): 

61 My own translation. 
62 My own translation. 
63 we find a similar sentence in Parm. 28 B 13 D.-K. tpcWTsoTov pEv "Epwrca 0EECv 

ptriTOarTo vrcv (cf. West 1983:109, Burkert 1998:390n18) see also B 38 ZEix lPrETo 'pya, 
etc. andJourdan 2003:23n2. 

64 Scalera McClintock 1988:143. 
65 Tarin 1971:407n162 (cf. his note to Parm. B 13). See also Burkert 1968:102n16, 

1969:3n7, 1997:173, Schwabl 1978:1330, Ricciardelli Apicella 1980:125-126 and n82, 
Casadestis 1995:453. 
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] iaopEXl"lq66 [ 
ii roxxoiq qaivet pEp6oTIE(t a ' &It oTpova yaiav. 

equal-limbed (Moon)... 
who shines for many mortals across the endless Earth. 

The Moon is intimately related to time's measuring since it marks 
a basic unit: the month. So Zeus introduces also in his creation the 
chronological ordering of the universe. The logic of things makes us 
suppose that he would also create the Sun as guarantor of the course of 
the years, but this is just a plausible conjecture. In later Orphic theogo- 
nies Time appears as character in the beginning of the cosmogony, but 
he is clearly absent from our poem. 

II.12. The Incest 

The story takes then a curious direction (OF 18): 

a5z]r]&p [E]~ir 5[6 il ~ v]ia Atb[q ppi v pl]oar[o Epycr, 
OE~XE plrpbq P PLXO1 PEvatCX Iv pq6vq1r. 

But when the mind of Zeus had contrived all deeds67 
Zeus wished to unite with his mother in love. 

The first verse functions as a transition to the new episode, to which 
the poet passes with his usual narrative speed. He indicates that the 
process of creation of the world is closed (the adjective radv]ra appears 
again). The whole process is due to the god's ypptjv and it is defined as 
something that the god has intellectually conceived (again, the verb 
pijoato). 

The second verse tells us that the god wants now to unite with his 
mother. Although he does not say her name, she has to be Rhea, as in 
the common tradition. Furthermore, Rhea in the Rhapsodies is identi- 
fied with Demeter.68 In the commentary, Rhea is also identified with 

66 Perhaps we can read (with West 1983:115) pEao60Ev] iOOl.lEXqi [rtdTrl. 
67 My own translation. 
68 Cf. OF 206 'PEIr fr Trpiv oioaa, rtE Alt E'ýXETO plrtrlp, / AqprpTp y yovE "who 

formerly was Rhea, when she was Zeus' mother, she became Demeter." 
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Demeter and with Mother Earth,69 but we do not know whether this 
identification is due to something expressed in the poem or is just the 
result of the analytic work of the commentator. 

We have to observe that if Zeus had harbored inside of him all the 
gods (OF 12), we suppose that he had also harbored his mother. And if 
he had generated Sky in the new creation of the world, we must think 
that Rhea is either born of Sky or, more likely, reborn of Zeus himself. 
In spite of everything, the goddess keeps her identity and, even reborn, 
she keeps the role of mother. 

In the same way that Zeus, by swallowing Sky's penis, became the 
father of the first god and thus was able to restart the structure of 
the cosmos, so by committing incest with his mother, he becomes his 
own son and succeeds himself as a last resort to stabilize power. Zeus, 
by uniting with his mother, breaks the cycle of succession. His ances- 
tors had lost power at the hands of their respective descendants.7o By 
becoming his own son, Zeus succeeds himself and avoids the conflicts 
for power that had been characteristic of the "first creation." So he 
also definitively neutralizes the distinction between the two phases of 
world creation.71 

II.13. An Ex Abrupto Ending 

The papyrus ends with a blank sheet. The last verse left us with Zeus' 
intention to commit incest. It is possible that the poem stopped here 
and left other topics only hinted at, some of them as fundamental to 
Orphic religion as the birth of Dionysos. Equally absent from the poem 
is the combination of the theme of the world's organization with that 
of fate and salvation, a topic characteristic of later Orphic works. 

It is possible, too, that the poem continued and dealt with one or 
more of these topics, but that the commentator was not interested in 
them. However, there is an argument that makes me prefer the idea 

69 Cf. 01o. XXII 7-10 rFS 6 Kai Mir~Trp Kai 'Pfa Kai "Hpf r a6ri .... Aprlprrlip [86] 
wvopldoerl &OTrEp if Fi Mrtrrlp "Earth, Mother, Rhea, and Hera are the same ... she was 
called Demeter like Ge Meter." 

70 On the relationship between the fight for divine power and the attempts to altering 
the normal course of generations, cf. Bernab6 1989. 
71 Calame 1997:74. 
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that the poet would not continue the poem or, at least, he would not 
explicitly narrate Zeus' incest. The commentator puts a lot of effort 
into eliminating Zeus' incest by means of the reinterpretation of &dq: 

6 6~ XAyEl] 'pl[rp]b(' pv 6rT pilTrlp 6 Noi q atTyv rEv &0Ewy. 
E'i' 6K d t yaOrfl. rlXoi 6s Kxai Av zoio6E Troi ETE(ITV oTn 
'&yaOilv' auoPacivet 

"Eppif, Mctd(6oq viW, tdKTOpE, 57itop i~Wv' 

5iX0o'5i 6 Kai v r[4.]t6E"72 

5oloi ydcp TE io001 KacXcTKEiac EAv AtO6 o58E1 
pWV.0V ota i8o1001 KIaK(V, ETEp0o g~ 5' 6dWV 

oi SE 6 { }lpcipa oYl yVWcvUKOVR 6oolGoov Evcat pXrIpbO 
avroo" 6 8' E TEp 'OEXEv avuro3 'plOrlpb6 Ap <ptA6rltt' 

&no.iý a Xovza plXOfivat 16v OE6v, Efiv a6CIUT ypcip.para 
nrapaKXivavtt 'prtp6 qo o' EinE[r]v. 

Col. XXVI 1-12 

(Orpheus says) "mother" because Mind is the "mother" of the 
other (elements) and [h]eas because she is "good'" He reveals 
that it ([h]eas) signifies "good" in the following words too: 

'Hermes, Maia's son, guide and giver of goods' [eaon]. 

It is clear [or "(Orpheus) reveals it"] in the following [passage] 
too: 

For double jars are placed on Zeus' floor 
of gifts of evil, but the other full of goods [eaon]. 

Those who do not understand the phrase [metros [h]eas] 
suppose that it means "his own mother." But had (Orpheus) 
wanted to present the god as "wanting to unite with his own 
mother in love" he could have said "his own [heoio] mother," 
by changing some letters. 

72 It is uncertain whether the texts quoted are Od. 8.335 and II. 24.527-528 or two frag- 
ments by "Orpheus"; cf. OF 687-688 where the question is discussed. 
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His effort would be perfectly useless if the incest was explicitly 
narrated in the continuation of the text. Only if the reference to the 
incest was limited to this allusion in the poem, it is possible for the 
commentator to minimize it by means of his slanted exegesis. 

What is clear is that the structure, the religious ambience, and 
the philosophical ideology of the poem are centered around Zeus. If 
Dionysos had any role in the work, it had to be very secondary. 

III. BY WAY OF CONCLUSION: 
MANY QUESTIONS AND SOME ANSWERS 

At this point it is convenient to sum up and to go into some concrete 
aspects in greater depth. 

III.1. Addressees and Function of the Poem 

We have seen that the addressees must be the followers of a particular 
form of Greek religion whom we call Orphics. Our poem, therefore, is 
part of what we call the Orphic traditio, the wisdom communicated to 
the initiates as a part of what they must know about the world, the 
gods, and themselves. 

We do not know the concrete function of the poem. It is not an 
initiation poem, but it presupposes information contained in other 
ones. It can be a iEpbq A6yoq related as XEyf6pEva to a ritual, but it is 
impossible to determine which ritual it would be and whether it had 
something to do with the ones alluded to by the commentator himself. 
Anyway, it does not seem to talk about Dionysos, or about the origin of 
men, the evolution of the human soul, or eschatology. It is sensu stricto a 
cosmogony. It can be defined as an reminder of the cosmogonic founda- 
tion of the Orphic beliefs. The commentator also understands it so and, 
therefore, his commentary is aimed at clarifying how Orpheus "really" 
explained the order of the world. 

The central purpose of the poem seems to be the glorification of 
Zeus, who is presented not only as an absolute king and successor 
of himself, but also as the center of the history of the universe, after 
having assumed in himself the first creation and having become the 
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demiurge of the second and definitive world creation, which follows 
rational principles. 

It is to this central purpose that the rest of the elements in the story 
are subordinated. As for the previous story, it does not seem to tell 
anything about how the first gods are born, nor to give details about 
how the fight for power arose among them, even the presence of the 
female partners of the different gods is presupposed but it is never 
alluded to. As regards the subsequent episodes of the story, which deal 
with the ordered creation of the world and the incest with the mother, 
they are only alluded to. The eventual continuation of the world's 
creation, Dionysos' birth, or the origin of men have no place in our 
story either. 

III.2. Zeus, Center of the Poem and of the World 

The most interesting thing is that the Derveni theogony presents Zeus 
as the center of both the poem and the world. Let us sum up the ways in 
which these ideas are expressed: 

a) Already in the "plan" of the work (OF 4) the aim is to tell the story 
of the gods born of Zeus, not of Sky and Earth, as in Hesiod. 

b) The story begins precisely when Zeus seizes power and the 
strength of his father (OF 5). 

c) Zeus visits Night (the first ancestor, OF 6), receives the predictions 
of his father (OF 7), and swallows the penis of his grandfather (OF 8). So 
he gathers from his ancestors information, strength, and the capacity 
to generate, in addition to the pqirt and the rtpirj of the gods. 

d) He is the king of everything in the present and in the future (OF 
13) and in some way, in the past too, since he returns to the apx'i. His 
power, by making a loop in time, becomes atemporal. 

e) The fundamental position in the poem is occupied by the brief 
hymn that summarises his characteristics. Several rhetorical devices 
(e.g. flashback) highlight this "centrality" of the hymn itself. 

f) Zeus converts many again into one and he generates many again. 
Thus, he is a kind of harmonization of contradictions (a characteristic 
that reminds of Heraclitus' formulations of the divine). So he is the first 
and the last, head and center. 
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g) In later versions of the hymn he is said to be both male and 
a young woman (v6i<pp1).7 We do not know whether this verse was 
already in this version of the hymn. But, in any case, Zeus is considered 
so because the god, although male, becomes pregnant with the universe 
and behaves like a mother. 

h) He also repeatedly breaks the hereditary line. He becomes his 
own ancestor and the lover of his mother. He interrupts, on the one 
hand, the continuity of the world's evolution by returning to the origin, 
and, on the other, the genealogical continuity by succeeding himself. 

i) His identification with the rvE0sPic of the universe shows that he 
still is a revitalising principle after the creation process. 

j) The Hesiodic narration is theogonical-genealogical and deals with 
power. The topics of how the gods are born, the relationships among 
them, and their fight for power are very balanced in the text. In the 
Derveni theogony, however, the problem of power is separated from the 
theogonical one. In the first part of the poem, the problem of power 
displaces all the others and, in the second part, the only theme is that 
of the world's creation, which starts after Zeus has seized and consoli- 
dated his power. 

111.3. The Derveni Theogony within the Frame of 
Orphic Poems 

Our poem had to be very short,74 judging by its characteristic narrative 
speed. The poet dedicates only a verse or two to the fundamental events 
and he does not intend to narrate all events systematically, like Hesiod 
in the Theogony. This means that he often resorts to intertextuality; 
that is, he presupposes that the hearer knows other texts in which the 
story was thoroughly narrated."7 West76 believes that it is an abbrevi- 
ated version of the Protogonus' Theogony. It seems more likely, however, 
to think that it was a brief poem that took for granted the knowledge of 
other poems. We could mention among the works that are more similar 

73 OF 31.4 ZEU c(paolv yEvETO, ZEwq &1pppoTOR ETArXCO v6po.(P. 
74 About 80 verses, according Tsantsanoglou 1997:118n46. 
75 Not necessarily Orphic texts; the Hesiodic Theogony itself can be one of them. 
76 West 1983:87, 95n44. 
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to this one the old Homeric Hymns, on the one hand and, on the other, 
the so-called Orpheus' Testament, really a late iEpboq X6yoq written by 
hellenized Jews.77 In fact, the commentator calls it a "hymn,"78 whereas 
Janko79 prefers to consider it a iepb6q Xyoq. 

Despite its short length, it points out in nuce some elements that 
will be further developed in later poems: 

a) Night is the first being and the beginning of everything. 
b) The order Sky-Kronos-Zeus is the nucleus of the divine genealogy 

that leads to the present order of things. 
c) Against the linearity of the Hesiodic creation, in this poem, the 

process returns to the origin, since Zeus swallows Sky's penis and 
becomes pregnant to recreate the world. Maybe the poet intends to 
create thereby a kind of cyclical model of the alternation of times8o 
placing himself in a problem preferred by cosmogonic poets and preso- 
cratic philosophers: the alternative between one and many. This cyclical 
model could be also consistent with the Orphic message according to 
which the souls have to go through certain cyclical periods in order to 
achieve their definitive salvation; however, this is merely a possibility. 
Both ideas (the cyclical model of time related to the problem of one vs. 
many,81 and the interest in the salvation of the souls) coexist in the work 
of Empedocles, an author who had a strong influence on Orphic models. 

d) Zeus is the demiurge of the universe, conceived as a well-done 
and finished work of art. 

e) Zeus is considered the center of everything, beginning and end, 
male and female, breath and fate of all beings. 

f) Zeus commits incest with his mother. 
The schema becomes more complicated in later theogonies, in 

which more episodes are added until they reach the greatest length in 

77 Cf. Riedweg 1993. 
78 According to Tsantsanoglou's reconstruction of the col. VII 2 {S]Pvovy ['by].ý Kal 

OEp [t].& iyo[vta (cf. Tsantsanoglou 1997:95). Most 1997:125 calls it an "Orphic hymn." 
On the difficulties of this proposal, cf. Betegh 2004:135-138. 

79 Janko 1986:158. 
80 Cf. Bernabe 1990. 
81 Cf. Bernabe 1998b. Identifying Zeus with Mind, the commentator tries to combine 

the religious Orphic doctrines with philosophical ones (as Anaxagoras' for instance). 
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the Rhapsodies, a poem with a systematic plan and whose length can be 
compared with that of the Iliad. 

There was, however, an old Orphic theogony, an alternative to the 
one appearing in the Derveni Papyrus, in which the central episode 
was the creation of a cosmic egg inhabited by Eros, which will be the 
origin of the world. Such a cosmogony is alluded to by Aristophanes 
and probably by Euripides.82 Already in the theogony by Hieronymus 
and Hellanicus and later in the Rhapsodies there is a coalescence of the 
theogony of Night and the one of the egg. The situation is summarized 
in the table on the following page.83 

Eudemus' theogony tries to conciliate the Orphic theogony with 
the Homeric one, which considers Okeanos and Thetis as parents of the 
generation.84 This solution will not have continuity, and the alternative 
proposal by Hieronymus and Hellanicus, in which the primeval element 
was water, will not have it either. 

In the Rhapsodies the different previous cosmogonic traditions are 
included. Following the model by Hieronymus and Hellanicus, the 
Firstborn is identified with the Eros born of the egg. This character is 
also identified with Metis, in order to approximate the swallowing of 
Phanes with the one of Metis in Hesiod and so explain in a different 
way Zeus' epithet pTrrisca. While in the Derveni theogony Zeus swal- 
lows the penis of the firstborn Sky, in Hieronymus and Hellanicus' 
version, followed by the Rhapsodies, he swallows the Firstborn himself. 
The effects are the same: the cosmic pregnancy and the recreation of 
the world. 

III.4. The Role of the Commentator 

On the other hand, the exegesis of their own texts is characteristic of 
the Orphics.85 Our commentator is a good example of it. In his own way 
he tries to make progress within the perimeters set by the poet himself. 

82 Ar. Av. 690-702, E. Hypsip. fr. 758a.1103-1108 Kannicht, who mentions the first-born 
and Night. 
83 Cf. Bernab6 2003. 
84 II. 14.201. 
85 Cf. P1. Men. 81a, quoted in II.1 above. 
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If the poet already intended to explain reality, the commentator tries 
to explain how the poet explains reality, although he does it from 
completely different assumptions more typical of his time. The process 
will be repeated some centuries later, with the Neoplatonists, who will 
carry out again a similar operation with Orphic texts (in this case, the 
Rhapsodies): maintaining the message of the nraXatbq iEpbq X6yoq, which 
is true because it is old and has been inspired by the gods, but "trans- 
lating" it into the ways of expressing reality that are typical of their 
time. 
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